Scholten & Baijings, designer

“Chromos & Iris” collection, drinking set

Dutch designers Stefan Scholten and Carole Baijings have worked together in a creative
partnership as Scholten & Baijings since 2000. Scholten is a graduate of the Design
Academy Eindhoven, and Baijings is self-educated.
Their partnership started when Scholten was asked to design a small bar for the agency
where Baijings worked. Both designers have described their collaborative work as a
natural progression, with Scholten always keeping the bigger picture in mind, and Baijings
always considering the details.The Scholten and Baijings portfolio consists of highly
crafted, covetable objects, such as soft, striped merino pillows and throws, charming
glass and ceramic vessels, and silk scarves. Their work is mostly known for their
minimalist aesthetic, and rich explorations in graphics, color, and, as some would say, a
sense of humor. They celebrate graphic lines, allowing movement and light to enhance
their objects that were created with sharp technical production.
“In our Chromos and Iris collection we experimented with a library of skills. For instance,
we combined colored glass with gradients, silvering inside and metallic coating outside,
all of which fit in perfectly with our design language marked by layering, mixing of colors
and surprising finishes. We used minimalist contemporary shapes and colors in order to
create timeless pieces and enhanced them with unique silvering techniques.”
A carafe and tumbler set of mouth blown colored glass with titanium coating outside.

Scholten & Baijings, designer

“Pastel” collection, tableware set

Dutch designers Stefan Scholten and Carole Baijings have worked together in a creative
partnership as Scholten & Baijings since 2000. Scholten is a graduate of the Design
Academy Eindhoven, and Baijings is self-educated.
Their partnership started when Scholten was asked to design a small bar for the agency
where Baijings worked. Both designers have described their collaborative work as a
natural progression, with Scholten always keeping the bigger picture in mind, and Baijings
always considering the details.The Scholten and Baijings portfolio consists of highly
crafted, covetable objects, such as soft, striped merino pillows and throws, charming
glass and ceramic vessels, and silk scarves. Their work is mostly known for their
minimalist aesthetic, and rich explorations in graphics, color, and, as some would say, a
sense of humor. They celebrate graphic lines, allowing movement and light to enhance
their objects that were created with sharp technical production.
“In our Pastel collection we experimented with a library of skills. For instance, we
combined colored glass with gradients, silvering inside and metallic coating outside, all of
which fit in perfectly with our design language marked by layering, mixing of colors and
surprising finishes. We used minimalist contemporary shapes and colors in order to create
timeless pieces and enhanced them with unique silvering techniques.”
A collection of tableware set consisting of a champagne bucket, wine cooler, ice bucket, a
plate and a tray in different colors of double walled glass with matching metal plates.

